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lit. Peter Skutches, 	 3/18/94 
Richard Gallen & 
260 Fifth Ave., 
New York, NY 10001 

Dear Peter, 

I write yeu in haste and in some excitement to get your opinion on how to handle 
something of great importance in and to NEVEgeAGAIII!I am as alert as I ever am not but 
from the excitement and because I'm a little died from minor sugery on a foot and 
an infection, which can mean more to me than to most,I cannot make my mind up on how 
best to handle it. 11 11 be leaving soon for a couple of medical appointments and I want 
to mail thin when 1  do so you can have it honday morning and perhaps give me yeur 
thoughts. 

In short, I non have tho testimony o f the JFK-  adsassination radiologist to the 
medical panel of the 'louse Select Committee on Assassinations. He Mum confirms, from 
having been there, that Dr. ftumes phoned Dr. terry in Dallas between Z 10 and 11 p.m. 
the night of the autopsy end then was told by Perry of the wound in the front of the 
President's neck. t=ry is 'char, he did not learn until the next day when he for the 
first time spike to .L'erryAnd Perry had already made the public statement three times 
at the 1r1hite house press cLference#, which was the first of the LBJ administration and 
was repprted on the Wash. Post's earliest edition, out some time before that call and 
to which he refers in his autopsy proctocol, that the Presidentas anterior neck wound 
was from the front. 

There just is no question at all now, from inside that autopsy room, of what I have 
in the book front outside of it that they knew before they completed the examination of 
the body thnt the Dallas doctors, before the tracheostomy through it, identified that 
wound as from the front. And that alone proves there was a conspiracy and that Oswald 
could not have fired that shot. 

There is also the firm, unequivocal and repeated statement that there wan no inter-
ference with eV limitation on the autopsy by the atnily or by anyone else outside the 
military. lhope ypu remember the significance of this as it relates to whit I wrote, 
particularly about IJr. Pierre Finck. 

Parenthetically, and 1  do not intend to use this, it may interest you to know that 
contrary to what you may have read in a relatively recent book, this extended to the 
adrenals. lie interference. That was asked and as&ered and this is the man who took the 
X—rays who in one who would have been ordered and he seys he wasn't. 

I see these choices. A footnote can be added at two places, copy can be written 
at greater length and be inserted instead of notes, or an or shoul4 I day another 
Afterword can be written. Were it not for the length of the book now I'd strongly 
favor this for a number or reasons of which one is that it is more dramatic and permits 
more and better treatment of what has a number of importances. l'ot the least of which 
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is the deliberate dishonesty of the House assassins in suppressing this from their 
fteport and if my roeollection is corecct, suppression of it by that panel in its 
F4ort and the withholding of the truth until it was required by that 1992 law to 
disclose all. It is, I think, very powerful and new and perhaps the most powerful 

indict;ent of those houee assassins. 

For the record for history !t keep all sueh things as I receive them. In reading 
this I've indicated the pages I'll copy when I can for use, with my original laxistnex 
pristine. 11 work from the copies I'll make. (There were so many references to that 
lied-about phone call to terry that I stopped indicating pages with references to 
it for copying.) 

eiV 
Oh, yes, Dr. Michael Dade; to whchn I give some poiOted attention in the book, 

also suppressed this information from his book, too. And that should be mentioned. 
While it would add a little to length, parhaes consideration might be given to 

using, perhaps in the text, photocopies of the transcript. Instead of my text that I'd 
write. 

I favor the Afterword as of now and I would like you opinion, with all considerations ee 
in your mind. But I m not inflexible on this. I merely thtink it would make an extra-
ordinarily powerful and definitve book more so. "After this bookmwas written I obtained 
xxxxial the long -suppressed official truth ...." 

This trans ript, available in Washington and ignored by all the so-called experts 
on the subject, especially those researching those newly-disclosed records, was sent 
to me by e doctor friend on the other side of the country, San p.aneiseo. It bears the 
markings of The National Archives on esch page. And it identifies each of the House 
assassins staff members who were present along with their medical panel. 

All of whom are and have been guilty of that awful crime of silence. 
That this comfirms what the book, written long before its availability, had already 

saids  That makes it a powerful endorsement of the book, too, I think. And I also think 
it is the kind of thing that can attract much attention if the media pays any attention 
at all as, t believe, with help, it would. 

T he next transcript, which I've not yet looked at aud_,rili--start-after.I have 
tideeergaddfor mailing, is of the testimony of Dr. Pierre Finck. I won't even think of 
writing any thing until after that and 1 have 

as 
 full day after I'm home so I do not 

expect to finish studying that fink, Fincki/rA(41 

Of course I'm pleased that none of this reeuires the change of a single word in 
the book so long before it was available. 

If as! hope we go for the Afterword, you'll be able to cut it. I've just thought 
of something pu6erful in iteallfeas an indictmentnof the 'louse assassins. Included in 

+ea ot- 
what this doctor sent m6-is<tin6use assassins staffer, the one in cherge of this new 

lemff 
testimony, report on his conversation with me.Before this panel's session. I urged him 
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to study Post Hortem, he says, and in that book I had written, with the bet of 

sources, what this t estimony confirms. ;So, if they had done that-and they had that 

book-they would have known in advance of all of this. If they did read it, and 

believe they did, then their guilt is even groater. And what they should have used 

from it is in NEVER AGAIN! so long before this transcript was forced from its Oa- 
-, 

cial suppression. 

By the way, the radiologist was not called as a witness by the Warren Commission. 

When moans that Arlen ampfii.specter did riot take his sworn testimony when that 

vas so importaNt for that Commission in its deliberations and in its "eport. 

550 some titnesses and not him! 

26 volumes, some 10,000,000 words, and not qw.ord from him! 

I shpuld have noted above that this proves also that the only interference with 

th) autopsy had to have bees by the military. 


